An Assessment of China’s Implementation of the Right to Political Participation
For the third cycle of UPR

1. During the 2013 UPR of China, UN Member States made seven recommendations, six of
which China accepted, including Russia’s (186.168), India’s (171), Uganda’s (172),
Austria’s (222), and Vietnam’s (228). China did not accept Germany’s recommendation
(186.232) to “[e]nsure democratic participation of members of all ethnic minorities and allow
unhindered access to all minority areas, including Tibet.”1
2. Since the 2013 UPR review, China has not implemented any of the six accepted
recommendations related to elections and political participation, including the role of women
in public affairs, or the one authorities did not accept.
3. Three of the six accepted recommendations are “poor” because of the presumption that
citizens’ in China have rights that do not exist and in the absence of those achievements, it
makes little sense to ask the state to “further guarantee” those rights (173); because there are
few measures to ensure participation in decision-making by any citizens, including by ethnic
minorities, so it makes no sense to take “further” measures in that regard (222); and because
continuing a system that has not provided autonomy in ethnic areas and has been the
foundation for human rights violations in China is counter to the goals of the UPR (228).2
4. Women continue to be underrepresented in the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), and
government and legislative bodies at all levels. Chinese authorities have not fully
implemented election laws, and the CCP has excessive influence over who can be a
candidate in elections. Party and governmental interference in people’s congress and village
elections has been pervasive, and political institutions have not complied with international
norms. CCP and government officials often retaliate against independent candidates,
including through harassment, detentions, and prison sentences. In addition, discrimination
against ethnic and decision-making bodies affecting religious minorities continues to be a
concern.
5. To understand the situation in China, a brief description of elections in China is necessary.
China only has direct elections for people’s congress delegates in local townships, counties,
municipal districts, and cities not divided into districts. Above these levels, including at the
national level, there are no direct elections; congress delegates are selected by people’s
congresses at the next lower level.3 Direct elections are also held at the lowest administrative
levels for village committees and urban community-level “residence committees.” Villagelevel administration is particularly complex—involving Party, village committee, and village
“supervision” and “assembly” groups4—but according to law, the Party committees play the
leading role.5
Low Women’s’ Public Participation & Election Laws Not Fully Implemented
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6. Women in China continue to be underrepresented in Party and government leadership
positions, a fact that the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women
(CEDAW) expressed concern about in its 2014 Concluding Observations.6 Chinese
authorities have not met the 30 percent goal for women’s participation in government and
political agencies, which was set out in the 1995 Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action,
and reiterated in China’s 2011-2020 Women’s Development Program.7 Underrepresentation
is particularly grave at the top. Of the 204 members of the Party Central Committee selected
in October 2017, only 11 are female (5.4%). There is only one woman on the 25-member
Politburo (4%), and no women in the seven-member Politburo Standing Committee. As of
late 2017, there were no female provincial party secretaries, the highest Party positions.8
7. Since the 2013 UPR review, Chinese authorities have not made additional efforts to ensure
equal political participation for women in China’s legislative and advisory bodies at all levels,
and women continue to be underrepresented9; hence, China has not implemented India’s
recommendation (171). In the 13th National People’s Congress (NPC) (2018-2023), women
delegates hold 24.9 percent of the seats. According official Chinese statistics, the percentage
of women in the NPC has hovered around 21 percent since the late 1970s.10 Even fewer
women are in leadership positions; in the 13th NPC women hold just 11.32 percent of the
NPC Standing Committee positions, and only one woman is in a leadership position on the
Standing Committee (6.25%).11 The percentage of women in the advisory body, the Chinese
People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC), is even less; women hold just 20.4
percent of the total seats in the 13th National Committee of the CPPCC (2018-2023).12 Even
fewer women are in CPPCC leadership positions; in the 13th CPPCC National Committee
Standing Committee, women hold only 13 percent of the positions, and just 8 percent of the
Standing Committee’s leaders are women (2 women).13
8. Authorities have not implemented the two recommendations from Uganda (172 and 173)
because they have not fully implemented the 2010 revisions to the Organic Law of Villagers
Committees; nor have they taken additional measures since then,14 thereby not taking steps to
ensure equal representation for women in village committees. The percentage of women on
village committees has not changed much since the early 1990s; in 2014, the national
average percentage of women on village committees was 22.8 percent, an increase of 1.4
percent from 2010, but only 1.8 percent higher than in 1993.15 One delegate of the CPPCC
noted that, in some provinces, women’s representation on village committees had not reached
20 percent, and reports note that committees in other villages have no women representatives
at all.16 The percentage of women leaders of village committees was even lower, at 11.5
percent in 2015 and 10.5 percent in 2016.17 While the percentage of village committee
women leaders meets Chinese official targets, the target is extremely low.
9. Moreover, numerous reports from within China note problems with discrimination against
women in elections since 2013.18 In addition, gender-specific roles in politics also remain
deeply ingrained. One Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC) delegate
noted that women on village committees still mostly work on family planning policy issues,
propagating gender-specific stereotypes.19 While the percentage of women in urban residence
committees in 2014 was 48.9 percent, 49.2 percent in 2015, and 48.7 percent in 2016,20 these
committees have always been considered “women’s work,” and so women traditionally have
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dominated these committees.21
No Guarantee of the Rights to Vote & Be Elected
10. The government has not implemented Uganda’s recommendation—that Chinese authorities
guarantee citizens’ right to vote, to be elected, and to express themselves (186.173)—since
the CCP and government officials wield undue influence over who can be a candidate in
people’s congress elections. Without protection of the right to be elected, elections in China
are not necessarily free and fair, and political institutions do not comply with international
standards.22 Interference by officials in elections includes judging potential candidates using
criteria not disclosed to the public or that conflicts with national laws. For example, the 2015
revision to the Election Law for people’s congresses included a new provision that gives an
“examination committee” the authority to “examine” the credentials of individuals who win
people’s congress elections before they assume office.23 The “criteria” the Examination
Committee uses are not disclosed to the public, and are above and beyond the scope of the
basic criteria in Article 2 of the Election Law.24 The additional “examination” further opens
the door to arbitrariness and increased government or CCP interference in elections.
11. This problem of interference also takes place at the village level. Higher-level authorities
impose secondary eligibility criteria for candidates that go beyond the law, sometimes under
the banner of having members of the committee be “broadly representative.” Since the 2013
UPR, officials in some parts of China prohibited certain types of individuals from becoming
candidates in, being elected to, or assuming office in village committees by imposing
requirements not stipulated in China’s Organic Law of Village Committees. These criteria
include age, education, and loyalty to the Party line.25 Other arbitrary criteria authorities
utilized to prohibit individuals from becoming village committee candidates include, among
other activities: the lack of Party membership, alleged distribution of “suggestions that
counter Party theories, guidelines, and policies,” “creating or disseminating political rumors,”
or initiating mass incidents or inspiring people to file petitions (xinfang).26 Documents from
higher-level officials or local leaders outline additional “criteria” that are not included in the
Election Law, which local “election work leading small groups” or other Party or
government agencies use to “disqualify” individuals from running in elections.27
Reprisals Against Independent Candidates & Election Monitors
12. As one local observer pointed out, elections have deteriorated to the point that that “not only
do people not have the right to participate in elections, but even if you are considering it, you
may be punished. People are frightened to join elections.”28 In 2014, CEDAW expressed its
deep concern over reports that women who have stood in elections as independent candidates
have been “subjected to abuse and violence.” 29 In the latest round of people’s congress
elections in 2016, authorities have cracked down on unsanctioned candidates across the
country.30 Would-be candidates for village committees also face reprisals and have been
prevented from running in elections. Some examples of reprisals against independent
candidates, their supporters, and election monitors include:
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a. In June 2016, Guangdong Province authorities detained Wukan Village
committee chief, Lin Zulian (林祖恋), assigned him a government-appointed
lawyer, likely forced him to make a televised confession—which he later
retracted—and then tried and convicted him in September on charges of
“bribery.”31 Lin received a 37-month sentence and a fine of 200,000 RMB
(approx. 29,500 USD),32 and lost his appeal in October.33 Lin’s initial detention
came just days after Lin published an open letter saying he would initiate protests
and mass-complaints to higher-level authorities regarding continuing illegal land
sales and failure to provide compensation for land confiscations in Wukan.34 Lin
had led past demonstrations against such land deals, and had been freely elected
by his peers in 2012.35
b. In August 2016, local authorities in Zixi County, Jiangxi Province
administratively detained Yang Wei (aka, Yang Tingjian, 杨霆剑) for 10 days
after he tried to submit an application to become a candidate in people’s congress
elections in Hecheng Township.36 Yang has said he would continue his efforts to
seek office, despite threats to himself and his family and 24-hour surveillance
around his house.37
c. Also in October, officials in Qianjiang City, Hubei Province forced election
expert Yao Lifa (姚立法) into a vehicle and took him away38 on the same day he
and 57 others declared their candidacy for local people’s congress elections.39 Not
long before, officials had shut down Yao’s popular election monitoring blog,
likely for his reporting on Shanghai and Beijing independent candidates.40
d. Beijing authorities harassed Ye Jinghuan (野靖环) after she and 17 others issued
an open letter declaring their intention to run in elections in October.41 Authorities
in Fangshan district, Beijing, followed and prevented Liu Huizhen (刘惠珍), who
was among the very few of 60 independent candidates to get onto the ballot, from
meeting with voters or carrying through with a rally. 42 Beijing police also
harassed, intimidated, or beat up other independent candidates to prevent them
from running, meeting journalists,43 and voters, making campaign speeches,44 or
canvassing.45
e. In December 2016, Hunan-based Peng Feng attempted to participate in local
people’s congress elections and obtain information about elections in Qian Jiang
city but was detained by authorities and then arrested on suspicion of “picking
quarrels and provoking trouble.” While in detention, he alleged he was beaten.
The local procuratorate reportedly recommended a prison sentence of one to two
years in his case, which went to court on December 22, 2017.46
f. In 2017, Chengdu resident Zi Su, a CCP member and retired CCP School
professor, was detained in April and arrested in June after he released an open
letter calling for direct intraparty elections at the 19th Party Congress in October
2017 and the dismissal of Xi Jinping as General Secretary. In December he was
indicted on charges of “subversion of state power” and faces a potential life
sentence.47 People who supported him and shared the open letter in postings
online were also detained.48
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13. Other recent instances of detention or harassment of independent candidates and their
supporters in 2016 include the criminal detention of Guan Guilin (管桂林), a Hunan man, on
suspicion of “disrupting elections” after he tried to register as a candidate,49 and the detention
of individuals in Shanghai who were handing out flyers in support of one independent
candidate.50
14. In 2014, also in Wukan Village, independent candidates Yang Semao (楊色茂) and Hong
Ruichao (洪銳潮) were detained on trumped-up bribery charges. Authorities had warned
Hong not to participate in the election, but he did anyway and won a seat on the village
committee, even though he was detained at the time. In late 2014, courts sentenced Yang to
two years’ imprisonment and Hong to four years.51 Both candidates had been leaders in 2011
demonstrations against land seizures and the death of a villager in custody, and were
subsequently voted into the village committee in 2012 elections.52
Discrimination Against Minorities & Interference in Decision-making
15. Discrimination against ethnic and religious minorities in village and people’s congress
elections and in decision-making bodies continues to be a problem, and China has not
implemented recommendations related to this issue made by Austria (222), Viet Nam (228),
and Germany (232). CEDAW expressed concern in 2014 over the underrepresentation in
political decision-making of ethnic and religious minority women as well as rural and
migrant women.53 Between 2013 and 2017, some government job postings indicated that
only Han Chinese citizens would be eligible to apply, reducing opportunities for non-Han to
participate in decision-making.54 In 2014, CCP authorities in a prefecture in the Tibet
Autonomous Region (TAR) restricted certain individuals from becoming village committee
candidates because they were not Party members, or because they had attended religious
gatherings abroad that had been organized by the Dalai Lama.55
16. Authorities in the TAR not only interfere in elections, they also interfere in decision-making
at the organizational level, and even intrude at the household level in attempts to monitor
political thought and behavior. Party and government officials removed some members of
management committees in monasteries and nunneries in the TAR and reportedly replaced
them with “government and Party appointees,” and have demand that monks and nuns
“demonstrate their support” for the Party.56 The intrusion of government and Party officials
at the household-level in the TAR, and other areas, is particularly worrisome, because such
behavior is likely to stifle freedom of thought and speech. According to a Human Rights
Watch report, teams of officials were “categorizing Tibetans according to their religious and
political thinking, and establishing institutions to monitor their behavior and opinions.”57
17. Suggestions:


Guarantee elections are free and fair and make sure citizens are able to exercise their
right to vote and be elected as provided for in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
including by ensuring the implementation of all electoral laws, making all relevant
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regulations and rules open to the public, and abolishing non-transparent Party “evaluation”
processes;


Ensure women’s equal participation in elections and public affairs, in part by educating
and training women regarding political leadership, and by adopting a specific quota
system for women members in villagers’ committees and in local and national people’s
congresses;



Guarantee, through legislative and other measures, ethnic and religious minorities equal
participation in elections and decision-making;



Investigate allegations of harassment and violence against potential candidates,
candidates, or delegate-elects in elections at all levels, and make public the results of such
investigations, prosecute the perpetrators, and compensate the victims.
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